2i August
with the men. He marched 180 men through Seville, and
met 600 Asaltos of the Left Wing Government police. They
had done nothing to stop Communist rioting. The general was
well equipped with two tanks and several machine guns. So the
Asaltos joined them.
the attack on cordoba
A big battle is going on outside Cordoba, which is being
attacked by two columns, one from the east along the River
Guadalquivir, while the other advances from the passes of the
Sierra de Cordoba north of the town.
italy and spain
Count Ciano handed to the Count de Chambrun, the French
Ambassador in Rome, a Note that the Italian Government
pledge themselves, in conformity with the clauses proposed by
the French Government, to prohibit the direct or indirect
export of arms and aircraft to Spain; to apply this prohibition to
all contracts which are in course of execution; to keep them-
selves in contact with other States interested for the reciprocal
communication of all the measures taken to give effect to this
declaration. The Government, however, maintain their observa-
tions about indirect non-intervention, which they interpret as
meaning there should be no public subscriptions for either side
in Spain and no enrolment of volunteers.
the soviet trial
Further members of the terrorist group have been arrested,
whilst the trial of the original sixteen continues. Kameneff
was cross-examined, and gave evidence against several others
of his fellow-workers. When trying to explain away the state-
ment that they planned to kill those who committed the murders
for them, Reingold, one of the prisoners, shouted savagely
that he was lying. Smirnoff for three hours misinterpreted
questions or did not reply. There was a duel of words between
him and his former wife, Safonova. Although all witnesses had
testified to his leading part in the terrorist organisation, he
boldly protested his innocence. Safonova shouted "Liar!"
"Liar yourself!" retorted Smirnoff. Mratchkovsky thereupon
shouted, "Smirnoff is a liar!"
germany and spain
The German Government have protested in Moscow and
Madrid against the "unbridled agitation" against Germans in
Spain broadcast from Russian stations and repeated in broad-
casts from Madrid.
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